BELOW ARE REGIONAL PRIORITIES THAT THE SOUTH KOREAN GOVERNMENT HAS TERMED "THE THREE DIMENSIONS"

1. Social Dimension; fairness, health, education, housing, disaster and safety, population
2. Environmental Dimension; air, land, oceans/coast, freshwater, biodiversity
3. Economic Dimension; economic construction consumption/production, information and others

PROGRESS AS OF 2020

- In 2020 they received an SDGs global rank of 20 and a global index score of 78.3

SDGS ACHIEVED

PROBLEM AREAS

5. Gender Equality
   - Low seats held by women in parliament score
   - Gender wage gap

10. Reduced Inequalities
    - High Gini coefficient score
    - High elderly poverty rate

13. Climate Action
    - High carbon dioxide emission rates

17. Partnerships for the Goals
    - High financial secrecy score